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Bed skirts
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A bed skirt is actually a three sided valance that goes around the sides and foot of a box spring on
a bed. It is not only decorative but functional as well. It can hide under the bed storage as well as
an unattractive bed frame.
There are two types of bed skirts – bed skirts on a decking and bed skirts on strips.
A bed skirt on a decking has all three skirt sections sewn onto a flat sheet of fabric called a deck.
The deck fits between the mattress and the box spring and is usually made from drapery lining.
These bed skirts have to be measured and fabricated to exactly fit the box spring.
A bed skirt on strips is a bed skirt that is in three sections plus two gussets for the corners. Each
section is attached to a facing that goes between the mattress and box spring and is attached with
twist pins, a tag gun or Velcro. Since each section is separate, exact measurements aren’t
necessary and the sections are longer so that the bed skirt can be adjusted to fit on site.
There are three styles of bed skirts.
1. Tailored with corner pleats and one pleat in the middle of each side.
2. Box pleated skirts with regularly spaced pleats all around.
3. Gathered skirts with the fabric fullness gathered evenly all around.

Tailored Bed Skirt
Has pleats at each corner and
a single pleat on each side.
Note how the contrast
banding at the bottom adds a
custom look and ties the bed
skirt in with the coverlet and
shams.
Tailored bed skirts have a neat
crisp look.

Box Pleated Bed Skirt.
The pleats are evenly
spaced on all three sides.
Neat and crisp but a little
softer than a tailored bed
skirt.

Gathered Bed Skirts
The fabric is usually two times or 2.5 times fullness and
is evenly distributed on each side.
The look is much softer than either tailored or box
pleated bed skirts.

Here are two examples of gathered bed
skirts with dress maker details. The one on
the right has an eyelet trim at the bottom
and the one below has a contrast banding
at the bottom.
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